The emergence of the right to personal data protection is usually considered in close proximity to the right to private life, however, the two rights despite the sufficient degree of similarity are not identical. The article analyses the main concepts and discussions around the protection of privacy and personal data protection, which primarily was only perceived as another facet of privacy, as well as provides a comprehensive overview of theoretical and practical problems associated with their protection. Provided for the right to data protection is not explicitly mentioned in the ECHR the main concern, therefore, is whether it receives an adequate level of protection within the Convention system. The article argues that given the lack of an explicit criterion for distinguishing the rights to privacy and data protection, it is the jurisprudence of the ECHR, which is of the utmost importance for the development of the right to personal data protection as a fundamental right. Due regard is given to the evolution of the fundamental approaches of the ECHR in this field. It is concluded that the effective enjoyment of the right to data protection, which is not specified in the text of the ECHR or its Protocols, undeniably relies on the ECHR’s interpretation of the key data protection standards enlisted in the Convention no. 108, as well as relevant EU legislation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For a long time, personal data protection has only been considered as an aspect of the right to respect for private life, which is inextricably linked to the protection of other fundamental human rights and freedoms. However, the issue of data protection has drastically gained its importance with the unrestrained development of information technology. Accordingly, the question of determining the right to personal data protection and the standards of its protection becomes a modern challenge.

Since the middle of the XX century, the number of international human rights treaties enshrined the right to respect for private life as one of the fundamental human rights. First and foremost, the right to respect for private life was enshrined in Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, which set forth the list of fundamental human rights and is considered to be a ‘milestone document’, but yet is not legally binding. The rights incorporated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights were further detailed in international treaties and other human rights instruments. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966 provided for the right to private life in Article 17 and the UN Human Rights Committee has been established to oversee its fulfilment and adherence. Furthermore, the right to respect for private life was guaranteed under Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 1950 (hereinafter – the ECHR or the Convention).\(^1\) Despite the fact that the right to respect for private life was already recognized as a fundamental human right, the provisions on the protection of privacy were formulated in such a general way that they did not detail certain aspects of personal data protection. Therefore, the issues related to personal data were considered only as an essential part

of the right to privacy, thus, the scope of personal data protection was sufficiently narrowed.

It was not until the second half of the XX – early XXI century that the active implementation of modern technologies in public and private spheres has led to a change of the approach to the recognition of the right to protection of privacy in connection with the processing of personal data. Due to the active use of cutting-edge technology, and the growing importance of the trans-border flow of personal data, the right to the protection of personal data began to be considered an independent right. Consequently, the UN Human Rights Committee issued General Comment no. 16 concerning the right to privacy providing particular attention to the protection of personal data and specifying that the rights of a person whose data was collected to ascertain what data was collected and to rectify or eliminate the incorrect or unlawfully obtained data. The UN Human Rights Committee also stressed that the right to privacy guaranteed under Article 17 extends both to the interference of the state authorities as well as natural and legal persons, however, originally right to respect for privacy only extended to the vertical relations with a state.² Likewise, the right to the protection of personal data was more comprehensively set forth by the Council of Europe in Convention no. 108 on the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (hereinafter – Convention no. 108). It is noteworthy that Convention no. 108 is the first international binding treaty that establishes the definition of personal data and outlines key principles of data processing. In order to reinforce and strengthen the data protection with regard to the challenges of the digital age, Convention no. 108 has been modernized by protocol amending its provisions.³

It is worth mentioning that within the EU right to personal data protection was detailed in the Directive 95/46/EC of 24 October 1995, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU, which after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty recognized the right to protection of personal


Nevertheless, public international law considers the status of personal data protection with continuing uncertainty given that: 1) the international human rights treaties ensures protection of private life in a broad manner and do not specify the particularities of data protection rights; 2) other international instruments concerning data protection are either regional or are non-binding; 3) there is a lack of international consensus on the scope of privacy and data protection given the differences in cultural and legal perceptions; 4) the substantial fragmentation on data protection in national and regional legal systems. It is alleged that future developments of data protection in international law could be achieved by either developing a uniform international treaty or using the experience of UNCITRAL to the data protection issues.\footnote{Kittichaisaree K., Kuner C. (2015) The Growing Importance of Data Protection in Public International Law. EJIL:Talk! 14. Available from: https://www.ejiltalk.org/the-growing-importance-of-data-protection-in-public-international-law/ [Accessed 25 January 2021].}


There is no doubt that the full range of aspects related to the right to data protection and the definition of the principles of data protection are gradually developing through court interpretation. The significant impact both on the development of the right to personal data protection and the improvement of the legal framework governing the protection


of personal data is made by the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter – the ECHR or the Court). Moreover, since Convention no. 108 does not envisage the judicial or other controlling body to oversee compliance with its provisions, to some extent, it is the ECHR that may be treated as such a controlling body, which reviews the cases related to an alleged violation of the right to privacy under the Convention and take into account the provisions of the Convention no. 108.\(^7\) That is being so the Court also pay particular attention not only to the domestic law and practice of the state concerned but also to the relevant international legal acts, EU law, as well as jurisprudence in the field of the data protection, including the case-law of the Court of Justice of the EU. Thus, the ECHR practice is of the utmost importance for the consolidation and streamlining of the data protection principles and standards.

### 2. RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION UNDER THE ECHR: GENERAL ASPECTS

Traditionally privacy extends to the confidentiality of communications, covers the secrecy of telephone conversations, e-mails, and other forms of communication, including personal data on the Internet. At the same time, the category of personal data as information on an identified or identifiable individual covers not only printed textual information such as an individual’s name, address, date of birth, identification card number, and phone number, but also photos, videos, and voice samples, even if recorded in public places and may also include confidential personal information about one’s family life.\(^8\) Privacy within the European legal framework covers the protection of an individual’s ‘personal space’ that goes beyond data protection, therefore, privacy can be considered as a concept which is both broader than and independent from data protection, though there can be a significant overlap between the two.\(^9\)

Turning to the ECHR, the cases regarding the violation of the right to protection of personal data are examined in terms of Article 8 of the Convention, which ensures the right to respect for private

---


The protection of privacy under Article 8 originally was focused on protection from interference by public authorities, omitting the possible breaches in the private sphere. Although Article 8 provided for a negative obligation of the state and therefore privacy was originally granting negative freedom to individuals in relation with a state, yet the Court subsequently diverged from the initial focus of the Convention authors by accepting both positive obligations for states and positive freedom to individuals. The right to personal data protection was not initially incorporated within the text of the ECHR as an independent right. Moreover, the Convention from the outset was not perceived as an instrument for adequate protection of personal data since the latter developed after the adoption of the Convention and a special international treaty to regulate this sphere was further developed. Yet the ECHR contributed significantly to the evolution of the data protection concept by providing a broad interpretation of the right to respect for private life and defining the limits of Article 8 of the Convention.

Being of the multifaceted nature, needless to say, that private life under Article 8 of the Convention “is a broad term not susceptible to exhaustive definition”. In this regard, for a while, the issue of personal data protection was considered only in a close connection to the right to private life. Hence, the ECHR has been steadily developing the scope of the right to private life and has respectfully interpreted different aspects of personal data protection. However, it was only after the decision in Tyrer v. the United Kingdom case in 1978 that the Court had accepted the living instrument doctrine, which implies that “the Convention is a living instrument which must be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions”. Upon adoption of the Tyrer decision, the Court for the first time had recognized that the provisions of the Convention must be interpreted dynamically and reflect the current realities, challenges, and threats of a changing environment. For these reasons, the rights and freedoms listed in the Convention in order to be “practical and effective, not theoretical and illusory” should not be deemed as exhausted. The living instrument

---

13 Airey v. Ireland (1979) No. 6289/73, § 24, ECHR, Series A no. 32.
doctrine primarily has had its effect on the provisions of Article 8 of the ECHR. Having functioned as the main reference when the Court accepts new rights and freedoms under the Convention, Article 8 of the ECHR subsequently extended its scope and guaranteed the right to data protection.14

Nonetheless, the right to data protection is related to, yet it differs from the right to private life. While the right to data protection is always connected to the information on the identified or identifiable individual, the right to privacy does not necessarily include it. However, privacy is of a wider perspective that embodies a set of rights and values, including the right to be let alone, intimacy, autonomy, personhood, etc.15 It is also worth mentioning that the scope of data protection is broader than the scope of privacy since not only does it cover the information on the identified individual but also all information on the identifiable individual, which includes a sufficiently wider variety of the information. Another difference concerns the responsibilities of private parties: while the right to privacy mainly addresses the obligations of public authorities not to interfere and to adopt the laws to secure relations between individuals, the right to data protection imposes quite identical obligations on both the authorities and private parties such as, for instance, employers or service providers.16 Furthermore, it is also asserted that the right to data protection offers individuals more control over different types of data than the right to privacy. Thus, personal data protection is to be considered as a right that greatly coincides with the right to privacy still ensuring complementary, distinct benefits for individuals. While considering the cases related to personal data protection, the Court gives due importance to whether the individual is identified or identifiable. The latter issue reflects the sphere of application of the data protection legislation with regard to the definitions of ‘personal data’, which is broader than the concept of ‘privacy interference’ under Article 8.17

---

The advance of modern technologies makes the collection, storing, processing, and disclosure of personal data a vital part of day-to-day life, leading to the emergence of the right to data protection. Even though not initially foreseen in the text of the Convention, the right to data protection found its rightful place within the Convention system. Currently, the right to data protection, despite being closely connected to the right to privacy, is receiving its growing independence.

3. THE ECHR APPROACHES TOWARDS PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA

In order to assess the adequacy of personal data protection under the Convention system, the concepts applied by the Court should be analyzed, inter alia, in the light of the key data protection standards, with due regard to the inexhaustible nature of the ‘personal data’ and specificity of the sensitive data protection.

The ECHR has been gradually confirming that personal data protection, by and large, comes within the scope of Article 8 of the Convention. In the 1980s, a new doctrine originated in the ECHR case-law requiring that the laws should be accessible and foreseeable. At the outset, the Court hesitantly applied this doctrine to the right to privacy and protection of personal data matters, especially because these principles were difficult to uphold in cases of secret surveillance and special police investigations where secrecy and un-foreseeability are constitutive. Nevertheless, this doctrine undeniably has influenced the path of data protection under the Convention. Hence the Court considers two aspects related to the data protection – the state’s compliance with its positive obligations, i.e. guarantees of observance of the law, and negative obligations, i.e. refraining from arbitrary interference (and the sufficient safeguards in this respect). The Court also applies the margin of appreciation doctrine to the issues of data protection, providing a state with discretion in fulfilling its obligations under the Convention and reflecting its subsidiary role.

---

The Court has been progressively introducing a broad interpretation of the term ‘private life’ with the equally broad notion of ‘personal data’ in data protection regulation.\footnote{de Hert P. and Gutwirth S. (2009) Data Protection in the Case Law of Strasbourg and Luxemburg: Constitutionalisation in Action. In: Gutwirth S., Poullet Y., de Hert P., Nouwt J., de Terwangne C. (eds.) Reinventing Data Protection? Dordrecht: Springer Science, p. 21.} Indeed, the scope of personal data is hard to be defined, and it includes not only ordinary personal data, such as name or date of birth but also other information that might lead to the identification of a person, including IP address, GPS data or DNA profile. In that respect, the Court also contributes to the interpretation of the key data protection principles, namely, the lawfulness, fairness and transparency, adequacy, relevance, and accuracy of personal data and the terms of its storage.

Since none of the international data protection documents contains an exhaustive list of what constitutes personal data, it is the Court’s role to underline its inexhaustible nature and define whether certain information is personal data in each case. For instance, it did so in\footnote{Metering is a process of registration of the numbers dialed, the time and duration of each call.} Malone v. the United Kingdom which related to the interception of communications of the applicant on behalf of the police by the metering of his telephone.\footnote{Malone v. the United Kingdom (1984) No. 8691/79, §§ 83-84, ECHR, Series A no. 82. The ECHR practice on the interception of the telephone communications further developed in Weber and Saravia v. Germany (2006) No. 54934/00, ECHR 2006-XI and Szabó and Vissy v. Hungary (2016) No. 37138/14, ECHR.} An important conclusion was reached that the use of data obtained from metering, including the numbers dialed, constitutes an integral element in the telephone communications and consequently it was stressed that the release of that information to the police without the consent of the subscriber was in violation of Article 8. Further, in Benedik v. Slovenia, the ECHR defined the scope of ‘personal data’ while dealing with the issue of obtaining data on the subscriber’s dynamic IP address by the police. The Court pointed out that unlike the static IP address, which is permanently allocated to the device, a dynamic IP address is assigned temporarily, typically each time the device connects to the Internet. It was emphasized that the subscriber’s
information associated with the dynamic IP, including the address, was not publicly available and allowed the police to identify the home from which the Internet connections had been made and reveal the applicant’s identity.\textsuperscript{23} Thus, the Court enlisted dynamic IP address to personal data since it could lead to the identification of an individual. Moreover, the Court recognized that GPS information also constitutes personal data and its collecting and processing falls within Article 8 of the Convention, given that it may determine the whereabouts and movements of a person in the public sphere.\textsuperscript{24}

It is to note that the Court pays particular attention to the processing of the sensitive personal data – namely, health-related data, data on racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious beliefs, genetic and biometric data or information on a person’s sex life or sexual orientation – and carefully examines such cases since this data needs a higher level of protection due to its sensitive nature. For instance, the case of \textit{Z. v. Finland} related to the seizure of medical records in the course of criminal proceedings, disclosure of information on HIV status by the press, and publication of the applicant’s name and health condition in judgment, while \textit{M.S. v. Sweden} related to the transfer of the applicant’s medical records by the clinic to the Social Insurance Office. In both cases, the ECHR stressed that the protection of personal data, particularly medical data, is of fundamental importance to a person’s enjoyment of the right to private life as guaranteed by Article 8. Moreover, disclosure of medical and health data may dramatically affect an individual’s private and family life, as well as social and employment situation by exposing that person to opprobrium and the risk of ostracism. Respect for the confidentiality of such data is considered a vital principle, and it is of the utmost importance to provide appropriate safeguards to prevent any communication or disclosure of personal health data that could adversely affect the applicant’s rights.\textsuperscript{25} Also, landmark conclusions were reached in \textit{P. and S. v. Poland} related to the dissemination by the hospital staff to the press sensitive personal data of the 14-year-old applicant, who

\textsuperscript{23} Benedik v. Slovenia (2018) No. 62357/14, §§ 109, 113, ECHR.
\textsuperscript{24} Uzun v. Germany (2010) No. 35623/05, §§51-52, ECHR 2010; On the surveillance and use of the GPS data see Ben Faiza v. France (2018) No. 31446/12, ECHR.
became pregnant as a result of rape and decided to have an abortion. Even though the information released to the public did not contain the names or other details on the applicant, the Court noted that this information was detailed enough to establish the whereabouts and contact the applicant.\textsuperscript{26} Thus, to fall within Article 8, the information concerning a person, even if published anonymized, must be detailed enough to establish the applicant’s identity.

Meanwhile, it is acknowledged that the states enjoy wide discretion in the course of a criminal investigation and are authorized to collect sensitive personal data for relatively long periods. Yet the Court critically assess the data retention periods and requires data to be deleted once it is no longer relevant. It was \textit{S. and Marper v. the United Kingdom} where the Court stated that the processing of DNA profiles allows the authorities to assess the likely ethnic origin of the donor and that such techniques are, in fact, used in police investigations. The prolonged storage by the authorities of the applicants’ fingerprints, cell samples, and DNA profiles after the completion of the criminal proceedings and the use of this data to determine their ethnic origin had infringed and violated their rights.\textsuperscript{27} Moreover, in \textit{Gaughran v. the United Kingdom}, it was stressed that the state failed to strike a fair balance between the public and private interests at stake, given the indefinite retention of biometric data of the previously convicted individual, including his DNA profile, fingerprints, and photos in the absence of any reference to the seriousness of the offence or the continuing need for such unlimited retention and any safeguards to review or delete of such data.\textsuperscript{28} Therefore, indefinite retention of personal data, especially storage of sensitive personal data, could lead to a disproportionate interference with the individual’s rights and the provisions of domestic law on that matter must be precise and clear to guarantee diligence of the authorities.

Due regard is also given to the states’ discretion to collect personal data by secret measures and its storage in the secret state registers, which are

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{26} \textit{P. and S. v. Poland} (2012) No. 57375/08, § 130, ECHR.
\item \textsuperscript{27} \textit{S. and Marper v. the United Kingdom} (2008) nos. 30562/04, ECHR, and 30566/04, §§ 76, 86, ECHR 2008. The ECHR findings on the storage of fingerprints were further outlined in \textit{M.K. v. France} (2013) No. 19522/09, ECHR.
\item \textsuperscript{28} \textit{Gaughran v. the United Kingdom} (2020) No. 45245/15, §§ 96-97, ECHR. More on the use of data obtained from the video surveillance of public places see \textit{Peck v. the United Kingdom} (2003) No. 44647/98, ECHR 2003-I; on a DNA saliva samples see \textit{Dragan Petrović v. Serbia} (2020) No. 75229/10, ECHR.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
highly intrusive and requires sufficient guarantees for the individuals. One of the first cases in this regard was Leander v. Sweden, where the Court analyzed the legality of maintaining secret police files with information on the private life of the applicant and assessing the applicant by using that information in the process of employment. Although no violation of Article 8 was found since the national security prevailed over the individual interests, the ECHR noted that the storage and distribution of information about an individual by public authorities along with their refusal to allow the individual to refute this information amounted to an interference with the right to privacy. Consequently, in Amann v. Switzerland, which related to the application of the secret surveillance measures, the Court confirmed this approach. Particular attention was given to Convention no. 108 while assessing whether there was the interference of public authorities by collecting and processing of the applicant’s personal data, namely interception of telephone conversations, creation, and storage of a file about a person in this regard. It was also stressed that in the context of personal data the term ‘private life’ must not be interpreted restrictively.

Nonetheless, even public information, if it is systematically collected and stored in files held by the authorities, could fall within the scope of data protection. For instance, in M.M. v. the United Kingdom, which related to the criminal data recorded by the authorities, the Court concluded: ‘the greater the scope of the recording system, and the greater the amount and sensitivity of data held and available for disclosure, the more important the content of the safeguards to be applied at the various crucial stages in the subsequent processing of the data’. The Court another time emphasized that it is the authorities responsible for retaining and disclosing criminal record data that have an obligation to secure respect for private life, which is particularly important given the nature of the data held and the potentially devastating consequences of their disclosure.

The issues related to the right to the destruction of a personal data file, lawfulness of the processing of personal data even collected without the use of secret surveillance and storage of a file containing the applicant’s personal data, including information on his public activities, publications,

---

31 M.M. v. the United Kingdom (2012) No. 24029/07, § 200, ECHR.
participation in political organizations, etc., was scrutinized in the case Rotaru v. Romania. The ECHR concluded that national law did not specify the circumstances to collect information by the intelligence service, the type of information that may be stored, the categories of persons in respect of whom it may be collected, as well as the collection procedure itself. Besides, the legislation did not mention specific retention periods of such information, the range of persons who have access to the files, the manner in which the data may be used, and the nature of those files. The Court noted that the storage and usage of such information were not accompanied by safeguards against abuse of powers.\footnote{Rotaru v. Romania (2000) No. 28341/95, §§ 53-63, ECHR 2000-V. The Court’s opinion on the data collected and stored in public register see also Gardel v. France (2009) No.5335/06, ECHR 2009; Catt v. the United Kingdom (2019) No. 43514/15, ECHR; on the data held in the secret state register see Segerstedt-Wiberg and Others v. Sweden (2006) No. 62332/00, ECHR 2006-VII; Shimovolos v. Russia (2011) No. 30194/09, ECHR.} Given these facts, the Court found that the relevant Romanian legislation was not sufficiently clear and foreseeable.

Undoubtedly, the interests of national security could prevail over individual interests, yet the law must provide sufficient safeguards against arbitrariness. The summary of the data protection principles for information obtained by secret surveillance measures that allowed interception of telephone communication was held in Roman Zakharov v. Russia. It its judgement the ECHR has formulated detailed criteria on the data protection: 1) the data should be collected on the basis of law; 2) the provisions of the law meet the requirements of accessibility, clarity and foreseeability; 3) the decision on granting secret surveillance measures should be subject to judicial review or control by other body; 4) such control should provide an opportunity for the person to present his arguments; 5) the court decision must be substantiated to prevent arbitrary interference; 6) the instructions in the court decision as to which data (documents) could be accessed should be as clear as possible; 6) the person in respect of whom the data is collected secretly must have effective means of protection, which would provide for the possibility of challenging the legality and reasonableness of the decision on access to such information, as well as obtaining compensation in the event of a violation; 7) access should only be granted to information necessary for the purposes of the investigation; 8) the information obtained must be properly recorded, stored and protected in order to prevent its modification, illegal destruction and
dissemination; 9) the information should be destroyed immediately once there is no need in it.\textsuperscript{33} Thus, failure to comply with these rules results in the violation of Article 8 of the Convention.

It is important that the rights of data subjects are widely interpreted by the Court, including the right to access the data file and the right to rectify or destruct such data. For instance, in \textit{Gaskin v. the United Kingdom}, the ECHR considered a positive obligation of a state to ensure the right to access personal data given the restriction of the applicant’s access to social services documents on his early childhood and upbringing. It was noted that the applicant’s rights were infringed due to the lack of an independent body to deal with requests for access to his personal data file. Moreover, the ECHR stressed the importance of ensuring the confidentiality and protection of third-person data by providing a certain individual with access to his or her data.\textsuperscript{34}

Besides, the Court gradually deviated from its standpoint that privacy concerns only the vertical relations and expanded the guarantees of Article 8 to the horizontal relationship between individuals themselves, for instance, in relations between employer and employee. An important aspect that should be considered in that respect is whether the individual could reasonably expect privacy and anonymity of his data. In \textit{Bărbulescu v. Romania}, regarding the monitoring of the employee’s e-mails and access to their content, the Court held that it is particularly important to guarantee the employee’s reasonable expectation of the privacy of his communication even if made from the employer’s computer. In that case, the ECHR defined six critical factors to be regarded by the employer in the case of introduction the monitoring measures over the employees’ correspondence: 1) notification of the employee on the possibility of such monitoring; 2) the extent of monitoring by the employer and the degree of interference in the employee’s privacy; 3) provision of the legitimate reasons to justify the monitoring and access to the content of communication by the employer; 4) the possibility to use other less

\textsuperscript{33} Roman Zakharov v. Russia (2015) No. 47143/06, §§ 227-305, ECHR. The provisions on bulk interception of communication were considered in Centrum För Rättvisa v. Sweden (2018) No. 35252/08, ECHR, Big Brother Watch and others v. the United Kingdom (2018) Nos. 58170/13, 62322/14 and 24960/15, ECHR.

intrusive monitoring measures; 5) the consequences of monitoring for the employee; 6) adequate safeguards against the abuse for the employee. In Antovic and Mirkovic v. Montenegro, the Court examined the issue of video surveillance in the university auditoriums where the applicants held their classes. This case highlights the existent distinction between the right to private life and the right to personal data protection. It was noted that the data collected by the video surveillance in the workplace, both secret and not, is of a considerable intrusion into the employee’s private life. Consequently, since data protection covers the processing of all information on an identified or identifiable individual, the video monitoring (and recording), even though it was impersonal to some extent due to the blurred character of the recordings, amounted to the processing of information of the identifiable individual.

Interestingly, the ECHR also decided over the cases related to data protection in respect of the legal entities. While international data protection documents only concern the rights of individuals, it is to notice that within the Convention system legal entities are also entitled to such protection. In Bernh Larsen Holding AS and Others v. Norway, the tax authority ordered one of the applicants’ companies to provide copies of all data from a computer server shared with the other two applicants-companies. The ECHR acknowledged that requiring such information from the applicants constitutes an interference with their rights under Article 8 of the Convention. Yet the Court stressed that the interference was based on the national law, which was accessible, sufficiently clear and foreseeable, and it was necessary in a democratic society. Moreover, the procedure at issue had been accompanied by effective and adequate safeguards: 1) the applicant was notified in advance about a possible tax audit; 2) the applicants’ representatives were present and could immediately object to the interference; 3) the backup copy of the data was sealed and could only be open in the applicants’ presence; 4) upon

the completion of the tax audit all data and traces of its content was to be destroyed. \(^{38}\) Thus, the Court concluded that a fair balance was struck between the applicants’ rights and interest in protecting the privacy and data of employees, on the one hand, and the public interest in ensuring effective tax audits, on the other.

The Court recognized that some issues related to personal data protection might also raise issues under Article 10 of the Convention, which guarantees freedom of expression and access to information. The majority of cases before the Court concerning the relationship between those two rights are related to the publication of the material containing personal data. One of such cases is *Satakunnan Markkinaporssi Oy and Satamedia Oy v. Finland*, in which the newspaper published tax data on 1.2 million citizens, which amounted to a third of all taxable persons in Finland, most of whom were ordinary taxpayers and only a small part of them – people with high income, public figures or celebrities within the meaning of the Court’s case law. The information published by the applicants’ companies did not relate to a specific category of persons, such as politicians, public figures, civil servants, or other persons belonging to the public sphere through their activities or profits. However, the applicants relied on the relative anonymity of the published data by referring to the ‘blending in’ factor – the mass data was published, all in the same manner, so the information concerning a specific person ‘blended in’ and is anonymized to a certain extent. It was noted, however, that the applicants did not take into account the nature of the tax data since it was collected and published by the authorities for one purpose and by the applicants for a completely different. Though the personal data in question were public and the collection of information is an important preparatory step in journalistic activity and an integral, protected part of freedom of the press, yet the public interest in providing access to and collection of large amounts of tax data does not necessarily or automatically mean that there is also an interest in publishing this raw data without any analytical input. \(^{39}\) Therefore, a distinction should be made between

\(^{38}\) *Bernh Larsen Holding AS and Others v. Norway* (2013) No. 24117/08, §§ 106, 126-134, ECHR. Similarly, the search of the law firm’s premises and seizure of the computer files and emails did not violate Article 8 in *Sévulo & Associados - Sociedade de Advogados, RL and Others v. Portugal* (2015) No. 27013/10, ECHR.

the processing of information for journalistic purposes and the dissemination of raw data, to which journalists only provide ‘privileged’ access. In the Court’s view, the publication of the data in the manner and to the extent that the applicant companies had done was not contributing to public discussion, nor was it intended to do so.

Another important decision was reached in Segerstedt-Wiberg and Others v. Sweden where the Court considered that the storage of personal data related to political opinion, affiliations and activities kept in the state register had been deemed unjustified for the purposes of Article 8 and constituted an unjustified interference with the rights protected by Articles 10 and 11.40

Thus, the Court’s jurisprudence displays various issues related to data protection, defines the scope of the right to data protection, its categories and which operations constitute data processing. It is the evolutive doctrine that empowers the Court to define the scope of data protection in the light of the rapid technological development and the accessibility and foreseeability doctrine that serve as the basis for judicial interpretation of the rights of the data subjects as well as core principles of data protection. Yet certain consideration arises while balancing the reasonable expectations of privacy and distinct rules for data protection. Even though the rights to privacy and personal data protection significantly overlap, still they should not be deemed virtually the same. It is evident from the recent Court’s case-law that the difference between the two rights exists, and it is the Court’s role to provide specific, distinct requirements for data protection.

4. CONCLUSION

Data protection from the outset of its emergence has been related to privacy to such an extent that it was complicated to establish precisely not only its notion but also its scope and unprecedented value. The fragmentation of data protection is attributed to the lack of a global international treaty or another relevant instrument in this sphere. In this regard, the main issue is whether the right to data protection receives adequate degree of protection under the Convention system since it is not explicitly mentioned either in the Convention or its Protocols. This article reveals

the main concepts the Court applies in data protection cases. By applying the data analysis and comparative methods, the conclusion is reached that the ECHR has been contributing to the development of this right by defining the key principles of data protection which correspond to the underlying standards stemming from international legal acts in this sphere, including Convention no.108 and relevant EU data protection legislation. Accordingly, the Court has established that personal data should only be collected in accordance with the law, for specific and legitimate purposes, and it is the obligation of the states to establish adequate, accessible and sufficiently foreseeable data protection legislation. It is also important that a fair balance is struck between the aim of collection, processing, storage, or disclosure of data and the impact it has on the individual’s rights.

The ECHR cases examined in the article confirm that the inexhaustible nature of the ‘personal data’ requires the Court to progressively broaden the scope of the latter in light of new technological developments and present-day conditions. Following the Court’s case-law it is certain that the personal data by its definition is broader than the interests safeguarded by the scope of the right to private life. Thus, the right to data protection being emerged from the right to privacy is linked to the latter but is rather distinct. The Court’s jurisprudence, hence, serves two key purposes – firstly, it fosters the development of the right to data protection, and secondly, it provides the consistency in interpretation of the key data protection principles and rights of data subject with regard to the modern challenges. Even not directly specified under the Convention system, the right to data protection is safeguarded by the Court and successively increasing its independence and significance as a fundamental right. This article concludes, however, that there is a continuing need to recognize the right to data protection as autonomous within the Convention system, which will provide a sufficiently higher level of protection for the data subject, including the specificities of data protection defined in the relevant international standards and will allow finding its rightful place in the existing human rights framework.
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